
Monday Night Raw – November
22,  1993  (Survivor  Series
Showdown): The Lost Episode
Monday  Night Raw (Survivor Series Showdown)
Date: November 22, 1993
Location: Fernwood Resort, Bushkill, Pennsylvania
Commentators: Gorilla Monsoon, Jim Ross

I’m not sure why this is a significant show but apparently it’s a “lost”
episode of Raw because both this and some other episode of Raw was listed
as production #41 and therefore this isn’t part of the 1000 episodes of
Raw. Given how hard it was to figure out which episode was #100 and #200
etc, this doesn’t surprise me at all. This is the go home show for the
Survivor Series and may be called Survivor Series Showdown. Let’s get to
it.

Yep it’s the special. Based on what I can find, there was no official Raw
for this date but it’s WWF so are you expecting them to be able to pull
off this counting thing? This may or may not have been a clipped version
of another show called Survivor Series Showdown that aired the previous
day which I’ll get to eventually.

Vince and Bobby are in the studio and talk about all of the eliminations
of the upcoming main event Survivor Series match. Tatanka has been
injured and replaced by Undertaker, just like Pierre being replaced by
Crush. Jerry Lawler is also out for legal reasons (a 13 year old made up
a story that he raped her but he would be back pretty quickly so Shawn is
replacing him in the match against the Harts. Mr. Perfect also might have
allowed for Randy Savage to replace him. So why was Heenan so shocked
when Savage showed up?

WWF World Title: Bret Hart vs. Yokozuna
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There’s an opening match for you. Yoko is defending as I’m guessing this
is the end of a TV taping or something. The champion shoves Bret around
to start but gets dropkicked out to the floor for his efforts. JR points
out the flaw of the USA chant but Gorilla brushes it off. Yoko stays on
the floor for about two minutes without being counted out somehow. Back
in (finally) and Bret pounds away before throwing on a sleeper.

That goes about as well as you would expect for a small guy trying a
sleeper on a monster so the champion takes over again. A knee drop
crushes Bret and Yoko rips at his face for a bit. The Canadian is sent to
the floor where Fuji gets in a cheap shot with the flag and we take a
break. Back with Bret pounding away out of the corner but getting taken
down by a cheap shot to the throat.

Off to the nerve hold by the champion which lasts for a good long while.
Bret fights up and charges into Yoko for no good reason and bounces out
to the floor as you would expect. Yoko follows him out and gets sent into
the steps to no effect, so there’s a chair shot to Hart’s back. More
chair shots keep Bret down and we take a second break. Back with Yoko
hitting the fat man legdrop for no cover.

Yoko misses a big charge in the corner and Bret has his rocking. The Hart
Attack clothesline is enough for two but Bret has to deck Fuji before he
can follow up. Hart goes up but dives into a bearhug but immediately
bites his way out of it. A middle rope bulldog is enough for another two
as the fans are WAY into it now.

The middle rope elbow hits but Bret might have hut his knee in the
process. The Canadian goes up again but dives into a belly to belly as
both guys are down again. The champ misses a splash so Bret hooks the
Sharpshooter but Owen walks to ringside for absolutely no apparent
reason. Fuji hits Bret with the bucket so Owen runs in and hits Yoko with
the same bucket for the DQ.

Rating: B. When you can drag a good match out of the fat man Yoko, you



can tell you’ve got something special on your hands. This was a LONG
match too, hitting nearly half an hour which was unthinkable for a free
TV match back in the day. Owen coming out was foreshadowing the heel turn
on Wednesday. Yeah Survivor Series was on Wednesday in 1993.

We’re going to get a feature on Stu and Helen Hart later. That could be
good.

Survivor Series Report. This was a segment you would get around PPV time
which was a rundown of the card and a few quick promos from people on the
show. Part of this is a clip of Doink saying that he’ll have Four Doinks
of his own on Wednesday (he wouldn’t be one of them) in one of the worst
matches I’ve ever seen. We also get a clip of Team IRS fighting amongst
themselves.

Marty Jannetty vs. IRS

Before this match we get a gem from Vince: “Tonight it’s Marty Jannetty
vs. IRS but this Wednesday night on the PPV they’ll be opposing each
other.” Slow match to start with IRS hitting a slam and then backing off.
Marty does the same and dropkicks IRS to the floor as we take a break.
Back with IRS holding a chinlock followed by an abdominal stretch as the
fans chant Irwin. Marty fights back with right hands and a knee lift for
two. A sunset flip gets two for Marty and a suplex gets two for IRS but
his big running clothesline gets the pin on Marty out of nowhere. Yeah
that was his finisher.

Rating: D. This was really dull for the most part until it picked up ever
so slightly at the end of the match. IRS was the captain of the team due
to having no one else that was head and shoulders above his partners.
That’s not true as Diesel was on the team but you get what I mean.
Jannetty would actually get the winning pin on Sunday I believe.

Vince tops himself by saying “an excellent matchup there but it has
nothing to do with the Survivor Series.” So why did you put it on the



card dude?

We go to the “Hart Family house” with Reo Rogers, a parody of Dusty
Rhodes as performed by Bruce Prichard. Shawn is here too and even though
it’s the dead of night, they go up to the door and a REALLY old woman
answers the door. We go inside (where there is a camera waiting) and a
Bret poster on the wall. There’s a tiny Owen one next to it as the turn
is pushed even further. They go to see an old “Stu” but Vince cuts it off
and ends the show. Dang that could have been funny stuff.

Overall Rating: B-. The show is an hour long and one match is nearly half
of that. Since that match is good, how can you not say the whole show was
solid? The PPV wound up being pretty terrible and the world title match
here was better than anything on there, but that’s the nature of 1993.
Decent show here but it’s nothing worth going out of your way to see.

Here’s Survivor Series if you’re interested:

http://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2012/10/30/survivor-series-count-up-2012-ed
ition-1993-good-old-fashioned-american-xenophobia/

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews
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